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Abstract
The importance of situational awareness during a bush fire has long been a concern
and emphasis among the firefighting community. Until recently, mitigation against low
situation awareness has been addressed by experience, in-depth training, and mentoring.
Emerging technologies and sensing systems have a role to play in addressing the issue.
However, without in-depth empirical evidence demonstrating the effectiveness of such a
system in a bush fire, they will not be trusted by the firefighting community.
Millimetre frequency modulated continuous wave (FMCW) radar is one possible option for
improving fire crews’ situational awareness during a bush fire. With recent developments
in automotive radar technology, sensors capable of detecting objects with high accuracy
are now readily available and affordable. Measurement capabilities include accurate range,
bearing, elevation, velocity and return intensity (radar cross section) at a distance greater
than 50 meters. The technology is insensitive to environmental influences such as smoke,
fog, rain, poor lighting, or extreme temperatures. Alone, or combined with other sensor
technology such as infrared imaging, will allow object identification in high temperature,
dense smoke environments, therefore improving risk awareness.
A Texas Instruments (TI) IWR1443 mm-wave development board along with ROS (Robot
Operating System) was used to evaluate the viability of mm-wave radar for fire fighting
situational awareness. Experiments were performed to evaluate (1) the maximum de-
tectable range of typical objects / obstacles encountered in these situations, (2) the hori-
zontal antenna pattern of the IWR1443 sensor, and (3) radar cross-section measurements
of a standing and fallen gum tree (the most common cause of the collision in firefight-
ing vehicles), along with the maximum detectable range of a standing tree. Results are
validated against published TI results, and where possible, simulated against standard
theoretical tools used for radar system design.
ii
Results show the IWR1443 can detect objects with millimetre accuracy at a range greater
than fifty meters, with a -3dB beamwidth of approximately ± 30 degrees. Range results
were evaluated against the commonly used radar range equation to determine the range
predictability of a known RCS. Results are not comparable to the simulated results of the
radar range equation. However, utilising the range calibration and antenna pattern data
from this study, it is possible to evaluate the expected return intensity of a known RCS at
a specified angle. Finally, radar cross-section experiments of both a standing and fallen
tree, show an RCS of approximately 60 m2 with a maximum detectable range of 45m.
Informing future sensor system design, it was concluded that mm-wave radar sensing
can accurately detect and differentiate multiple objects at a long-range with a wide field
of view. Further, using RCS measurements taken of a standing and fallen gum tree, it
can be shown that radar sensing data alone cannot determine the orientation of a tree,
and therefore the risk it presents to fire fighting vehicles. Finally, it was demonstrated
that radar system design tools such as the radar range equation cannot be used with
certainty, meaning an empirical approach is required when designing for any non-standard
application.
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Chapter 1
Introduction
’Australia is a fire prone country. Bush fires have been a feature of the Australian envi-
ronment for at least 65 million years and will continue to feature in the future’ (Bradstock
n.d.)
1.1 Outline of the Study
The recent 2020 Australian bush fire season adds new perspective to the above statement.
Not only can the Australian people and firefighting communities expect to encounter large
scale bush fires, but they can also expect them to increase in severity. The 2020 bush
fire season was the most severe on record, amplified by a significant drought and globally
increasing temperatures. To manage these fires required thousands of volunteer and
professional firefighters to risk their lives to save property and life from unprecedented
destruction. This research was motivated by the stories of lives lost in Australian bush
fires with the aim of minimising similar incidents occurring in the future. The purpose
and scope of this study outlining how this will be achieved is discussed in section 1.4
Research Aims & Objectives.
1.2 Background 2
1.2 Background
The Australian continent has a hot and dry climate and wildfires are a natural part of the
ecosystem. The New South Wales (NSW) statutory bush fire danger period runs from
the 1st of October until the 31st of March the following year. However, this can vary
depending on local conditions and climate forecasts (Bush Fire Danger Period and Fire
Permits n.d.). In recent years bush fires have steadily become more severe, impacting
a larger population and requiring a more extensive response. Modelling performed by
the Bureau of Meteorology (BoM) found that 2019 was the hottest year on record and
temperatures have steadily been increasing above the mean since the late 1950s. This is
shown in figure 1.1 produced by the BoM. With this in mind, it is no surprise the Aus-
tralian 2019-2020 bush fire season ran for a much longer period, with bush fires reported
as early as June and the season finally ending in late February.
Figure 1.1: Data produced by the Bureau of Meteorology shows a warming of 1.5 degrees
since 1950 (of Meteorology n.d.).
(Jolly, Cochrane, Freeborn, Holden, Brown, Williamson & Bowman 2015) validate this
further, demonstrating global fire weather seasons have increased in length by 18.7% from
1979 to 2013.
To understand the cause of injuries involving hospitalisation, research was undertaken
using media reporting from 2010 to 2020. The reported cause of volunteer firefighter
fatalities in this time period is listed below. To gain a more holistic picture the search




In 2012, a Western Australian (WA) woman was killed when a firestorm engulfed her
fire truck. The coroners report drew attention to the failings of the bushfire control
officer to communicate to firefighters of a wind change. The report also found that a lack
of vehicle protection and proper training for personnel also contributed to the women’s
death. However, the main conclusion was the many opportunities missed prior to the
event for staff, including control officers to assess critical information. If such information
had not been missed and appropriate action enforced, the fatality could have been avoided
(Gubana & Southern 2017).
2013
In 2013, two Victorian firefighters were killed while fighting the Harrietville bushfire. The
pair were working on the fire ground when a tree fell on their vehicle. The coroner found
there was sufficient information available for incident control centre staff to act but ’not
one person was in possession of all the fragments.’ ’In hindsight, I find the system failed
to ensure all available information was collated and considered as a whole, by ground and
operations managers’ (Longbottom 2015).
2014
A South Australian (SA) volunteer firefighter was killed when standing behind a utility.
The utility vehicle was struck by a fire truck while crews were fighting a blaze in the south
east of the state. CFS Chief officer at the time Greg Nettleton, said the accident occurred
in a ’low visibility situation where there was smoke around the area’ (Second firefighter
dies within weeks in SA 2017). In a completely separate incident, a firefighter suffered
burns to 70-90% of his body after falling from his truck.
2019
In a 2019 blaze, 2 NSW RFS volunteers from the Horsley Park brigade were in a truck
convoy near the town of Buxton late on a Thursday afternoon when a tree fell into
their path. With smoke so thick they could barely see 50 metres in front of them they
manoeuvred causing the vehicle to roll off the road (Press 2019).
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2020
In 2020, a Victorian volunteer firefighter was killed. The coroners report for the tragic
event is yet to be completed but the death was believed to be caused by a falling tree
(’Much-loved’ firefighter and father of two killed working on Victorian blaze 2020).
For the period of 2013-2018 other volunteer firefighters tragically lost their lives while on
the fire ground. However, these incidents were caused by cardiac arrest or other medical
issues and could not have been foreseen or avoided by any kind of engineering control.
1.3 The Problem
During a bush fire, firefighters often operate in low visibility, high-temperature conditions
while under extreme stress. With little information to rely on in a rapidly changing
situation, firefighters often become disorientated, putting themselves and their crew at
risk. Research has shown that in a high-stress fire environment, commanders and decision-
makers often rely on past experience and instinct. For example, a crew rapidly trying
to escape an approaching firestorm takes appropriate action based on the wind speed
and direction, possible escape routes, and the environmental and road conditions at the
time. When the only option is to drive through dangerous smoke-filled conditions, drivers
are completely reliant on their vision to keep them safe and avoid an accident. Most
commonly, accidents are caused by falling debris, trees, or other vehicles on the road.
With little to no visibility, response time to see and react to such objects in such a heavy
vehicle is often late, often resulting in a vehicle roll-over.
1.4 Research Aims & Objectives
The aim of this research is to select and evaluate a sensing system that can provide
firefighters with real-time information that will improve situational awareness and safety
in a bush fire situation. To achieve this aim, the project will be separated into individual
objectives. These include:
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1. Determine the most appropriate sensing technology to improve situational awareness
for firefighting vehicles.
2. Evaluate the sensor’s performance, with a specific focus on the risks associated with
a fire environment. This includes:
 Determine the maximum detectable range and range accuracy. ie at what
range can object be detected and tracked.
 Determine the peripheral capabilities of the sensing system
 Determine the sensing characteristics of commonly found objects in a fire en-
vironment that pose a high risk to fire fighters
 Validate the experimental results against the theoretical performance.
The increasing severity and bushfire occurrence in Australia demands a broader response
and poses a greater risk to firefighters. This project investigates if new and existing
technology can increase situational awareness of firefighters in high-stress situations with
little visibility. The work will be fundamental to understand sensor capability and inform




This chapter aims to research and compile current knowledge in the space of firefighter sit-
uational awareness, with a specific focus on sensor technologies and information analysis.
It begins with a brief introduction to situational awareness for firefighters and standard
practice, a basic examination of various sensor technologies and their performance in
smoke environments, and how sensor fusion methods can enhance situational awareness.
The focus will then turn to millimetre wave sensing technology, including the relevant
theory of object range and angular estimation using millimetre FMCW radar. Finally,
radar cross section (RCS) will be introduced and its importance to radar design in the
context of fire fighting situational awareness.
2.2 Fundamentals of Situational Awareness in a Fire Envi-
ronment
’When firefighters don’t know the language of fire behaviour, injuries and fatalities result’
(Altman 2012). A deep understanding of fire behaviour is critical to situational awareness
in a fire environment. Many firefighters have been seriously injured or killed by a lack of
situational awareness caused by insufficient knowledge of fire behaviour. Without such
an understanding, poor or inaccurate decision making at critical moments is highly likely,
2.3 Basic Examination of Sensor Technologies to Improve Situational
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often resulting in injury or death. (Klein, Calderwood & Clinton-Cirocco 1986).
Research has been undertaken in this space to understand methods commanders use
in assessing a situation when making critical decisions at the scene of a fire. (Klein
et al. 1986) investigated an interview method for obtaining a retrospective protocol of
decisions made by fire ground command. Each decision was probed to determine:
1. What cues and knowledge were considered when making a decision.
2. What other options were available.
3. How the chosen option was selected.
4. How much time was taken in making the decision.
5. What level of experience was required to make the decision.
6. What kind of critical cues and knowledge were missing(Klein et al. 1986).
Results showed almost all decisions were made in less than one minute. This supports
the most striking conclusion; rarely did any of the commanders attempt to compare or
evaluate alternative options. In only 19% of cases, an alternative course of action was
considered. Due to critical time pressures, decisions were made based on the comman-
ders experience, drawing direct comparison from a previous incident and applying that
knowledge to the current scenario.
2.3 Basic Examination of Sensor Technologies to Improve
Situational Awareness in a Fire Environment
The rapidly evolving pace of a fire situation requires fast, accurate and reliable information
in real time. As a result, sensor systems have traditionally not been utilised in front line
fire fighting. Firefighting techniques and methods have gradually developed after multiple
catastrophic fire seasons and this working knowledge has been the basis for improvement
in practices. However, technology in Australian firefighting vehicles is gradually being
upgraded to improve information gathering on the fire ground. With emerging new sensor
technologies, the ability to provide accurate and reliable information in real time is now
a possibility.
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Generally, the most common sensor utilised in a fire situation is infrared (IR) thermal
imaging. Fire research using portable IR imaging systems started in the late 1970’s with
an IR imaging system developed by Maxwell (1971). The aim was to observe forest fire
behaviour through smoke to increase decision making ability. The system resulted in
a significant improvement in observing and determining fire behaviour over what was
standard at the time. IR imaging cameras underwent significant development over the
following decades, by the late 2000’s cameras had become highly advanced, enabling
building fault detection or aircraft structure analysis. In these cases, detailed performance
metrics are available, however, they fail to consider the harsh conditions of a bush fire.
Amon, Hamins, Bryner & Rowe (2008) aimed to develop performance metrics that would
provide IR camera manufacturers information to improve imaging performance. Several
large scale experiments were performed in a variety of scenarios including with water
vapour, dust and dense smoke. It was discovered that imaging needs are dependant on
fire properties and the users activity. A common challenge observed was issues with
dynamic range, resulting in insufficiently resolved features. In harsher conditions, the
image saturates completely, therefore providing no useful information.
With sensor technology rapidly developing, firefighting organisations and researchers are
investigating how they can be implemented to improve performance and safety. In addi-
tion to IR cameras, sensor technologies being considered as viable options include:
 Single echo light detection and ranging (LiDAR)
 Multi-echo LiDAR




Researchers from Virginia Tech conducted an experimental study to quantify the listed
sensors’ performance in a fire smoke environment. Large scale experiments involved a
fire and smoke filled hallway, where the visibility of the environment was monitored using
a red HeNe laser. Each of the sensors was evaluated for its ability to see through two
different extremes of smoke; dense, low temperature smoke and light, high temperature
2.3 Basic Examination of Sensor Technologies to Improve Situational
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smoke (Starr & Lattimer 2014). A summary of the results is shown in table 2.1. This
includes the attenuation characteristics of each sensor within the 2 environments and
visibility at which the sensor completely fails.
Table 2.1: Summary of sensor performance to see through two extremes of smoke. (Starr &
Lattimer 2014)
A Comparison of Sensor Performance in a Fire Smoke Environment
Sensor Dense smoke, low temperature Light smoke, high temperature
LIDAR Sensors Attenuation at 4m visibility; failure
at 1m visibility
No Effect
Visual Camera Attenuation at 8m visibility; failure
at 1m visibility
No effect
Kinect Depth Sensor Poor results even with >8m visibil-
ity(combination of particle blocking
and light saturation from fire)
Sensor Saturated with light for en-
tire test
Night Vision Failure at 4m Visibility Sensor flooded saturated with light
for entire test
Thermal Camera No effect No effect
Radar No effect No effect
The results show, thermal infrared cameras operating in the range of 7µm to 15µm and
radars that operate at a wave length of approximately 11.5mm, perform well at seeing
through dense smoke (Starr & Lattimer 2014). Visual cameras, LIDAR, night vision and
the Kinect Depth Sensor all performed poorly in dense thick smoke, none of these sensors
were found to be reliable when visibility was less than 4m. This is shown more clearly in
figure 2.1, a target was setup in a room a distance of 1.8m from the instrument, the results
show attenuation due to dense smoke starts to effect both LIDAR and colour cameras at
a visibility of approximately 5m. Radar and Sonar reflections are not attenuated in dense
smoke, even at the minimum testing visibility, one meter.
2.3 Basic Examination of Sensor Technologies to Improve Situational
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Figure 2.1: With a target object at 1.8m, data points display the attenuation due to smoke
of the 4 selected sensors (Starr & Lattimer 2014).
From this result we conclude that millimetre wave (mm-wave) radar is one possible op-
tion to accurately measure range in smoke filled environments. Further work has been
conducted using the mm-wave radar to provide more spatial resolution in a smoke filled
space. Omine et al. (2004) performed experiments to understand signal return intensity
for various objects. A visual representation of this can be seen in a point cloud plot in
figure 2.2. This further shows mm-wave radar as a high accuracy, high fidelity sensor that
is capable of providing spatially resolved information. This work is useful as it provides
Figure 2.2: To identify objects the radar profile takes into account signal intensity. The signal
intensity is dependant on the shape size and material properties of the reflected object (Omine
et al. 2004)
not only range information but spatial resolution. Further, Clark & Dissanayake (1999)
conducted vehicle automation experiments using mm-wave radar in an outdoor environ-
ment. The experimental setup investigates using the polarisation of returned radar signals
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to identify natural environmental or man-made features to address the problem of simul-
taneous localisation while driving through an environment. Results show metallic objects
with corners, such as those found in industrial environments, must be present for the
system to detect and adjust position accurately. The ability to identify the exact nature
of an obstacle or hazard in a high stress, smoke-filled environment is invaluable informa-
tion for firefighting, making these results highly applicable to the problem of situational
awareness on the fire ground.
2.4 Sensor Fusion for Increased Situational Awareness
As shown, mm-wave radar is capable of producing high fidelity information in a fire smoke
environment. However, the nature of an object is difficult to determine solely from radar
information. Generally, in high-stress fire environments, visual sensory information is
relied on to identify hazards. This specific feature is relied upon for situational awareness
and is the major failing when relying solely on mm-wave radar.
2.4.1 Fusion of mm-Wave Radar with Machine Vision
In the context of situational awareness for fire fighting, fusing mm-wave radar sensing with
machine vision is a promising technology. Combing the two sensors in a single platform
addresses the individual deficiencies of each sensor. Radar sensing is not dependant on
weather or lighting conditions and has high range accuracy, although, angular accuracy
is poor. In contrast, camera sensing techniques have poor ranging capability, are highly
susceptible to lighting and environmental conditions but have quality angular sensitivity
and can obtain detailed object information such as pattern and shape (Kim, Kim, Lee &
Park 2017).
The potential of this technology is presented in an experimental study conducted by
Kim, Starr & Lattimer (2015). Object detection using a fused stereo infrared vision and
radar sensing platform in a smoke environment was investigated. Sensors were tested
individually and compared with experiments conducted using the fused platform under
similar conditions. Results show the stereo IR system alone detected 3 of the 4 objects,
also detecting 2 ghost objects due to the stereo IR mismatch. The radar system detected
all 4 objects but the radar also penetrated the rear wall of the hallway, detecting 3 objects
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not relevant to the study. With the fusion of two sensors the ghost objects from the stereo
IR were eliminated and objects identified using the radar outside the field of view were
removed (Kim et al. 2015). In addition, the fusion of sensors reduced the distance error
from 1-19% to 1-2%.
The significance of this result in a bush fire environment is unknown. If mm-wave sens-
ing as a singular device does not provide adequate information to improve situational
awareness, a combination of mm-wave and stereo IR sensing looks to be a promising
option.
2.5 Fundamentals of Millimetre FMCW Sensing
The advancement of self driving vehicles in the automotive industry, in part, is due to
the miniaturisation and development of FMCW radar sensors. FMCW radar is now af-
fordable, compact and capable of measuring many parameters, including; range, velocity,
bearing, elevation and doppler shift. This is what differentiates FMCW from conven-
tional CW (Continuous Wave) radar systems. The major advancement being the ability
to accurately determine target range, CW radar cannot determine target range because it
lacks the timing mark necessary to allow the system to time accurately the transmit and
receive cycle to convert this into range. (Faulconbridge 2002). As with all radars, energy
travelling towards an object is reflected and travels back towards the receiving antenna.
This takes a finite time which provides a measure of the objects range. To apply this to
FMCW radar, figure 2.3 shows the transmitted and received signal in the time domain.
Figure 2.3: Transmit and receive wave forms for a FMCW radar with a stationary target
using a saw-tooth wave.
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FMCW radars commonly use a form of linear frequency modulation such as a saw-tooth
or triangular wave. The fundamental theory of FMCW and how range is obtained is
best explained by Constapel et al. (2019). The continuous transmission is separated
into packets often named loops, each loop consisting of a number of linearly frequency
modulated fragments, called chirps which oscillates to the bandwidth B over time period
Tchirp with slope m as shown in figure 2.4. The transmitted chirp is reflected off the
target and a time delay version of the signal is received by the radars antenna denoted
Td. The time delay of the chirp corresponds to the distance to target but it cannot be
measured directly. Instead, the received signal is mixed and therefore multiplied with
the transmission signal, yielding the frequency difference fB. Utilising a fast Fourier
transform (FFT), the frequency difference fB over time represents a frequency tone which
is characterised as the beat frequency. This peak frequency corresponds to the distance
to target at a maximum range Rmax.
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Figure 2.4: The relationship between frames, loops and chirps Constapel et al. (2019)
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2.6 FMCW Radar Range & Angle Measurements
Radar systems transmit electromagnetic waves that objects in their path then reflect. By
transmitting and capturing the reflected signal, mm-wave FMCW radar can determine
the objects’ range, velocity, and angle. A significant advantage of short wavelength, mm-
wave sensing is high range accuracy. Millimetre-wave operating at 76-81 GHz with a
corresponding wavelength of approximately 4mm, can detect movements as small as a
fraction of a millimetre or an objects range within a similar tolerance.
2.6.1 Radar Range Measurement
The range, range accuracy and range resolution are all heavily dependant on chirp pa-
rameters selected. Figure 2.5 shows chirp frequency as a function of time where the start
frequency is represented by (fc) bandwidth (B) and duration (Tc). The slope of the chirp
(S) captures the rate of change of the frequency (Faulconbridge 2002). In the example
provided in figure 2.5, fc = 77GHz, B = 4GHz, Tc = 40µs and S = 100MHz/µs.
Figure 2.5: Chirp signal, with frequency as a function of time (Faulconbridge 2002)
As shown in figure 2.4 after mixing, beat frequency is proportional to the frequency
difference fb, therefore any non linearity in transmission Tx will impact range accuracy.
Maintaining linearity is a key challenge with FMCW radar systems, any change in slope
of transmission will influence beat frequency, resulting in poor range resolution.
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Unlike chirp linearity, which is predominately determined in hardware, transmission time
Tchirp is entirely within the control of radar operators and will determine the maximum
detectable range. Transmission time and its dependant properties need to be carefully
selected to suit the application, including the maximum detectable range of specific radar
cross sections. The importance of this is shown in figure 2.6. Shown in black is a trans-
mission signal along with 3 reflected signals in blue, red and green. Labels f1-f3 reflect
the beat frequencies of the corresponding transmission and return frequencies. The beat
frequency f1, can be extracted and quantified using the process described above. The
maxima of the red curve represents a target that is further away and again the beat fre-
quency can be extracted and quantified. Naturally, f2 is larger than f1 as the target is
located further away from the radar. The target represented by the maxima of the green
curve is further away still, only this time the beat frequency starts to become ambiguous.
Note beat frequency f3 and f2 are the same, even though the reflections are clearly at
different ranges. This beat frequency (f3) and the subsequent range calculation will return
an incorrect result (Faulconbridge 2002). For this reason, chirp transmission time and
the resultant slope is critical when determining maximum detectable range. Range ambi-
guity is related to the modulation rate of the FMCW radar. To calculate the maximum






Runambiguous = Maximum unambiguous range in meters
c = Speed of light (3x108ms−1)
fm = Modulation rate in Hertz
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Figure 2.6: FMCW Range Ambiguity. Reproduced from (Faulconbridge 2002)
In addition to knowledge of chirp parameters and limitations, controlled in software, the
radar range equation (RRE) is a valuable expression for engineers and radar operators.
The range equation relates the range performance to essential hardware components and
their characteristics. These include:
 Transmitter (transmitted energy);
 Receiver (minimum detectable signal strength)
 Antenna (gain and beam width)
 Target (radar cross section [RCS])
In the context of this work, transmitter power and antenna gain are fixed parameters.
Traditionally these parameters are variable and can be adjusted to influence radar per-
formance. Radar cross section is an important parameter in radar system design, as it
is a measure of a targets ability to reflect the intercepted signal back toward the radar
receiver. Results presented in this work will focus on this parameter and its relevance to
the problem of situational awareness for fire fighting. The RRE comes in many variations,
the simplest and most useful is shown in equation 2.2. This expression states the received
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where:
Pt = Transmitted power (W )
Gt &Gr = Transmitter and receiver gain respectively (as a ratio)
λ = Wavelength (m)
σ = RCS (m2)
R = Distance to target (m)
This equation is often used by radar design engineers to specify hardware components and
characteristics in order to detect, track and identify specific objects at a known range.
Additionally, it can be used to predict a range for a given RCS if other parameters have
been set.
2.6.2 Radar Angle Detection
Using multiple transmit and receive antennas it is possible to estimate the angle of a
reflected signal, and therefore the angle to the target. A change in the distance to a target
results in a phase change in the peak of the range-FFT (IWR1443BOOST Evaluation
Module mm-Wave Sensing Solution 2018). This same theory, along with at least two
receive antennas, is used to perform angular estimation. The differential distance of the
object to each antenna results in a change in the FFT peak. This phase change is an
estimate of the angle of arrival (AoA).
Figure 2.7: Estimating AoA with two antennas. Reproduced from (Rao, S 2017)
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Utilising basic trigonometry shows that ∆d = lsin(θ) where l is the distance between an-
tennas (IWR1443BOOST Evaluation Module mm-Wave Sensing Solution 2018). There-





2.6.3 Maximum Angular Field of View
It should be noted, ∆φ depends on sin(θ). This is called a non linear dependency. sin(θ)
is approximated with a linear function only when θ has a small value: sin(θ) ∼ θ (Rao,
S 2017). Therefore, estimation accuracy depends on the AoA and is more accurate when θ
is close to zero. Theoretically, with a spacing between the two antennas of l = λ/2 results
in a maximum angular field of ±90 deg (Rao, S 2017). However, reliable measurements
will only be achieved at an angle significantly smaller.
2.7 Radar Cross Section Measurements
Radar cross section, σ as shown in equation 2.2, is one of the most critical parameters in
radar system design. The RCS of the target is outside the control of radar designers or
operators, but can be estimated and allowed for. RCS is measured in m2, fundamentally
it is a measurement of how well a target reflects intercepted energy back to the receive
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where:
σ = RCS (m2) R = Target range (m)
Sr = Scattered power density (W/m
2)
St = Power density intercepted by the target (W/m
2)
As shown, RCS (σm2) is not the same as physical cross section. Sometimes the physical
area of the target is larger than the RCS due to scattering and absorbent effects caused
by the targets shape and material properties. Other times, a small object can have a
large radar cross section, contradicting its physical size (Faulconbridge 2002). Due to the
rapid uptake in mm-wave sensing technologies, specifically in the automotive and aviation
industry, many common objects such as cars, pedestrians, trucks and aircraft have a well
characterised RCS, An example of this is depicted in figure 2.8.
Figure 2.8: Radar return intensity of a typical car. (Buddendick & Eibert 2010)
(Bel Kamel, Peden & Pajusco 2017) focused on automotive radar target modelling and
experimental verification in order to optimise detection systems. A 3D CAD model of a
know vehicle geometry was dicretised into small triangular sections in order to achieve
an accurate estimation of scattering contribution for each section. To complement sim-
ulations, RCS experiments were conducted in a large open gymnasium over the 76-81
GHz frequency range. Radar intensity measurements were taken by manually moving
the experimental setup in 2 degree increments. It was found that the maximum RCS of
vehicles tested varied between 19-25 dBsm. Work more applicable to a fire environment
using a similar methodology has been undertaken to understand RCS of more complex
geometries such as trees (Mrdakovic, Olcan & Kolundzija 2015). Modelling performed
at frequencies 0.2, 0.5 and 1.5 GHz demonstrated the proposed approach can be used to
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calculate stochastic RCS of real size trees in the GHz range. Further, (Mougin, Lopes,
Karam & Fung 1993) performed an experimental study to investigate the relationship
between various trees and X-Band radar signal. For a single tree the RCS is measured
as a function of scatter. Results show the tree’s architecture has a large influence on the
RCS, with leafy branches the primary source of scattering. Importantly, the RCS in the
vertical orientation is significantly different to the horizontal. This is attributed to the
relatively simple structure at the top of the tree, compared to the complicated structure
lower on the trunk of the tree.
Further work understanding mm-wave backscatter from deciduous trees or RCS of Aus-
tralian forest fire ash has been completed by various authors. This work is notable as it
is fire related. However, it specifically addresses fire detection methods, not obstacle or
object detection in a fire environment (Baum, Thompson & Ghorbani 2011).
2.8 Conclusions
This chapter reviewed available literature in the field of firefighter situational awareness
and how it can be improved. Specifically it reviewed 5 key areas:
1. Information and decision making processes utilised by firefighting commanders in
order to make accurate and timely decisions.
2. Sensor technologies that are applicable to situational awareness in a fire smoke
environment.
3. The effect sensor fusion has on reliability and accuracy of information.
4. Fundamental theory of FMCW radar, the importance of chirp parameters and the
range equation to determine maximum detectable range, and how angular estima-
tion is performed.
5. The importance of RCS and previous work focussing on this parameter within the
context of firefighting.
From the literature, it is obvious that firefighting commanders in a bush fire scenario make
difficult decisions on the fly with limited information. A sensor system that can provide
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reliable timely, accurate information that is insensitive to environmental conditions will
improve decision making. Multiple sensing technologies look promising for fire fighting
applications, this research will focus on automotive mm-wave radar sensing technology.
This technology is affordable, compact, highly accurate and versatile. The sensing system
can be programmed for a specific application, ie detect a specific object at a known range.
Based on this, a radar chirp parameter suitable for fire fighting vehicles will be selected
and characterised. This result produces more sensor focused aims and objectives. These
include:
 Determine the maximum detectable range of various cross sections applicable to a
bush fire environment.
 Evaluate the maximum angle an object can be detected off boresight (angle of
maximum return signal, typically 90◦)
 What is the radar cross section of a typical gum tree in the 76-77 GHz frequency
range, and
 What effect does the orientation of the gum tree (standing or fallen) have on RCS.
 Finally, validate the results against common radar design tools to verify if traditional
calculations can be utilised for determining maximum detectable range of any RCS.
Chapter 3
Methodology
This section outlines the methodology used to evaluate the mm-wave sensor for firefighting
situational awareness. Specifically, an experimental study will be completed to identify
the maximum detectable range, angular resolution and capability of mm-wave sensor
information in identifying objects such as trees.
3.1 Radar Sensor Selection
Over the years, the advancement of 77GHz RF design with integrated digital CMOS
technology and packaging, has enabled low cost on chip radar and antenna systems
(Großwindhager, B 2019). The radar selected for this research is one such product,
the Texas Instruments IWR1443 Boost FMCW mm-wave radar. IWR1443 boost is an
evaluation module to get started with millimeter wave radar sensing. The boost mod-
ule is approximately 65x85mm in size with printed onboard antennas. These chips are
relatively new, until recently were difficult to obtain in Australia. Texas Instruments
produce a family of these radar modules aimed at various industries. Also available to
select from is the AWR1642 boost, aimed at the automotive sector. Functionally there
is no difference between AWR (Automotive) and IWR (Industrial) series sensors. The
primary difference is AWRxxxx series supports a wider temperature range, -40 - 125C.
The IWR supports -40 - 105C, and AWRxxxx devices are automotive qualified, meet-
ing specific automotive and radiation standards (IWR1443BOOST Evaluation Module
mm-Wave Sensing Solution 2018). Notable features of the IWR1443 include:
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Figure 3.1: Texas Instruments IWR1443 Boost mm-wave FMCW Radar Sensor
(IWR1443BOOST Evaluation Module mm-Wave Sensing Solution 2018)
 3 Transmit antenna, 4 Receiver antenna
 Capable of customising antenna setup
 Transmit power – 12 dB
 Antenna peak gain - 10.5 dBi
 Simple user friendly out-of-box software available
 Highly affordable at around $700 AUD
Texas Instruments provides a comprehensive library of software to operate and work with
the IWR1443. Measurements shown in this dissertation were undertaken using a 3rd party
robot operating system (ROS) package as discussed in section 3.2.1 - Data Collection using
ROS. However, to operate this ROS package requires the latest software image. This can
be found in TI’s software development kit (SDK) available on TI’s website. The image
used in this work was the xwr14xx_mmw_demo.bin image in SDK version 2.01.00.04 under
...\packages\ti\demo\xwr14xx\mmw. To load the image onto the device, the stand
alone or online TI Uniflash tool is required. To perform this task, detailed instructions
are available in the SDK Users Guide.
3.2 Chirp Parameters
As outlined in section 2.6.1 - Radar Range Measurements, chirp parameters of FMCW
sensors are customisable to optimise performance and reliability, taking into account the
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physical characteristics of the environment. These parameters essentially act as tuning
knobs for developers and researchers. Depending on the application, users prioritise
certain metrics (Großwindhager, B 2019). Typically these metrics are:
 Best Range Resolution - Parameters are selected to ensure optimum performance
in a static or slowly changing environment, where highly accurate range measure-
ments to the object(s) is required. This is typically used in indoor mapping, gesture
detection or small object detection.
 Best Velocity Resolution - The aim of this setup is to optimise for velocity res-
olution. It is suitable for detecting and tracking highly dynamic objects. Typically,
it is used in application involving UAV’s or robotic systems.
 Best Range - This setup optimises for maximum possible range. Hence, the aim is
to maximise the maximum detectable range while maintaining a reasonable range
resolution. Typically, this configuration is used in outdoor environments, such as
motor vehicle automation.
For this work, chirp parameters were selected to optimise Best Range at the frequency
range 76-77 GHz. To select these parameters, TI has a number of online tools available.
The Demo Visualizer is an out of box online tool that allows you to upload, save and
visualise radar information. Within the demo visualiser you can select and export chirp
configurations to suit the users application, this information is exported as a cfg file. The
Sensing Estimator is an online tool, providing a depth of adjustment to optimise chirp
configurations. The sensing estimator provides more capability, unfortunately, it only
exports the chirp configuration in .JSON format. The IWR1443 will only accept the chirp
parameters in .cfg format. Transferring between JSON and cfg is not trivial, for this
reason, the demo visualiser was used to generate chirp parameters to detect targets at
a maximum detectable range of 50m. Chirp parameters used and there corresponding
meaning are shown in table 3.1 and figure 3.2.
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Figure 3.2: Chirp parameter configuration for TI mm-wave devices (Texas Instruments 2018)
Table 3.1: Summary of chirp parameters, and resulting radar accuracy and resolution. Pa-
rameters were specified using TI’s Demo Visualiser software.
IWR1443 Chirp configuration - 50m range
Front end Configuration
Idle Time 444 µs
Frequency Start 76 GHz
Tx Start Time 1µs
ADC Valid Start Time 7.0 µs
ADC Sampling Time 256
Frequency Slope 15 MHz/µs
Ramp End Time 48.98 µs
Resulting parameters
Number Tx 2 Antennas
Rx Gain 30 dB
Range Resolution 0.23439m
Max Doppler Velocity 1.989 m/s
Max Allowed Elevation 90deg
Max Allowed Azimuth 90deg
Max Range 50m
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A critical parameter to this work not well discussed in TI’s documentation is range de-
tection threshold (RDT). All TI mm-wave sensors have onboard firmware that performs
data processing of FFT information. The employed firmware uses a cell averaging con-
stant false alarm rate (CA-CFAR) to detect object in the field of view of the radar. The
task of the algorithm is to determine the power threshold above which a received signal can
be assumed to originate from a certain object (Großwindhager, B 2019). If this threshold
is set to high, less objects will be detected, however the number of false alarms detected
will be lower. If the threshold is set to low, more objects will be detected, only at the cost
of more possible false alarms. The 50 meter chirp configuration used has a 15dB RDT.
3.2.1 Data Collection using ROS (Robot Operating System)
A ROS package developed by TI software engineers, and customised by (Zhang 2019)
was used to drive the mm-wave radar sensor. ROS is a Linux, package based middle
ware for robotics applications. Using a package based framework allows software drivers,
simulation tools and any third party code to seamlessly be shared and implemented into
your working environment. The true power of ROS is the time and resources saved by
gathering all the appropriate tools needed to develop projects. ROS is designed to be a
loosely coupled system, each task is individually broken down into a single node. Nodes
then communicate with one another, passing messages via channels called topics. Each
node can send or receive data from other nodes using the publish or subscribe commands.
Figure 3.3: Basic Architecture of the ROS Environment
To save the data, users simply subscribes to the topic Radar Scan using the inbuilt ROS
function, rosbag record. This merely taps into the data transmission between nodes 2 and
3 and saves what it sees to a rosbag file. This is done with one line of code on a Linux
terminal - rosbag record -o <file name> .../radar_scan. The rosbag file is later
converted to CSV format for data processing.
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3.3 Triangular RCS Target
Six major factors influence RCS, including; size, shape and reflectivity of the object as well
as the radars transmit frequency, signal polarisation and the angle to target. To evaluate
the maximum detectable range and influence RCS has over this parameter, triangular
corner reflectors of a known RCS were manufactured and tested. To achieve this, all
possible parameters were fixed, only size is varied in order to changed the RCS. As RCS
varies so greatly with these parameters, general figures were selected based on commonly
used data from law enforcement radar systems. RCS is a critical parameter in identifying
and tracking speeding vehicles (CopRadar 2018).






σ = RCS (m2)
λ = Wavelength (m)
a = the side length (m) of the 3 isosceles triangles, as shown in figure 4.2 (Tutorial 2020).
Figure 3.4: Triangular corner reflector. Reproduced from (Tutorial 2020)
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Re-arranging this expression for a, lengths; a and a
√
2 were determined for the 4 RCS’s
selected; 400, 200, 120 and 60m2. These figures are shown in table 3.2.
Table 3.2: Tabulated triangular corner reflector calculations based on equation 3.1
Triangular Radar Cross Section Corner Reflectors
Target Designation Simulated Vehicle RCS (m2) a (mm) a
√
2 (mm)
T1 Large RV or Fire Truck 400 195.2 276
T2 Large Utility 200 164.2 232.2
T3 Large Car 120 144.5 204.3
T4 Mid-Size Car 60 121.5 171.8
To ensure consist signal scattering across all targets, corner reflectors were manufactured
on a precision welding table, shown in figure 3.5. Triangular sections for each target were
guillotined from a large sheet of polished stainless steel, corner reflectors were then welded
together using a gas tungsten arc welding (GTAW ) method.
Figure 3.5: The fabrication of triangular corner reflectors was completed on a precision welding
table using the GTAW method.
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3.4 Maximum Detectable Range
Site selection is critical for determining maximum detectable range and angular resolution.
Traditionally, experiments such as these are conducted in a large anechoic chamber. For
these experiments, this type of facility is not feasible or available. To minimise back
scatter and reflections from foreign objects, a large open area was required. The site
shown in figure 3.6, located on a property in Wallaroo, is flat with no distinguishable
objects within the expected range.
Figure 3.6: Site selection for maximum detectable range and angular resolution experiments
To evaluate maximum detectable range of RCS targets 1-4, the experimental setup shown
in figure 3.7 is utilised. Each target is setup in a large open field on a threaded rod
approximately 1200mm from the ground. A tape measure is run along the ground and
radar measurements are taken in 5 meter increments a distance R from the target. The
tripod housing the radar is adjusted at each increment until maximum intensity (radar
bore sight) is found. The ros bag command (discussed in section 3.2.1) was then called
and data was recorded for approximately twenty seconds. This process was repeated at
each increment until a maximum distance is found. At maximum range, return intensity
is equal to the range detection threshold. At this point no more samples are collected as
previously discussed in subsection 3.2.
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Figure 3.7: Experimental schematic for determining maximum detectable range
3.5 Peripheral Sensing Capabilities
Experiments to determine angular resolution are conducted in a similar manner to that
shown above. The triangular reflectors are mounted on a threaded rod approximately
1200mm from the ground and 15 meters from the radar. Similarly, the radar is mounted
on a threaded rod that is then clamped in a dividing head, this is shown in figure 3.8.
Before clamping, the height of the radar is adjusted until bore sight is obtained. The
radar is then rotated in one degree increments, at each increment the ros bag command
is used and data is saved for approximately twenty seconds.
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Figure 3.8: Beam width calibration
3.6 Radar Cross Section Measurements
Radar cross section measurements of organic materials, such as trees have not been well
characterised at the higher frequency ranges. To preform these experiments, 2 large gum
tress were selected as a test case. These trees are situated on reasonably level ground
with no obstructions or other foreign objects within a detectable range. The setup used
is similar to that shown in subsections 3.4 and 3.5. However, in this instance, the target
(tree) is kept stationary and the radar is rotated around an arc circle of the object. An
illustration of this is shown in figure 3.9. An arbitrary location, a distance of 15 meters
from the tree is designated the starting point. Using simple trigonometry the arc circle
is broken into 2 degree segments, these segments were marked on the ground with line
marking paint. At each increment the radar is adjusted to bore sight before the ros bag
function is again used to save sampled data over a twenty second time interval. A total
of 91 measurements are taken from 0-180 degrees.
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Figure 3.9: Radar cross section of various trees
3.7 Data Processing
As discussed in subsection 3.2.1, data is collected using the Linux based middle ware, ROS.
Post processing the data involves converting ros bag data files into CSV format. This
is achieved with open source code (Speal 2013) developed at McGill University - Space
Mechatronics Laboratory. Once all files are in CSV format and named appropriately,
data is ready for processing. Each file is labelled with the name of the experiment and
distance to target. An example file name: max_range_T1_{<Distance>}.
Numerous Python scripts were written to process and analyse the results. Each script
is different, however, the fundamental process does not change. The python snippet
shown in appendix f analyses the data collected for the maximum detectable range of
the corner reflector, T1. The only input required by the user is number of files recorded.
First, variables are pre-allocated, a for loop then opens the first file (closest distance
to target), saves the intensity or required data to a variable and calculates mean and
standard deviation. Before repeating, distance to target is incremented. The loop then
repeats, opening the next file in the directory. After processing and relevant fitting, a
plot in the appropriate format is produced.
Chapter 4
Results & Discussion
Numerous experiments were undertaken to evaluate maximum detectable range, periph-
eral capabilities, and radar cross section of typical objects found in a fire environment.
Results presented in this chapter are those performed using the 50m range chirp param-
eters as outlined in subsection 3.2. Further results utilising a medium range parameter
focusing on velocity resolution can be seen in appendix C and will be referred to through-
out this chapter.
Firstly, results showing the maximum detectable range of various RCS corner reflectors
will be presented. Further, the range accuracy will be quantified and discussed. This
is followed by a discussion on the peripheral capabilities of the radar sensor, which is
validated against measurements published by Texas Instruments. Radar cross section
measurements taken of both a standing and fallen tree will be presented. Finally, results
will be compared against the radar range equation in order to determine the practicality
of utilising the RRE as a design tool for TI’s FMCW radar platform.
4.1 Initial Testing
Initial testing was undertaken to understand the capabilities and limitations of the radar
sensor. Measurement fidelity was evaluated by statically mounting the radar on a tripod
and faced towards multiple heavy vehicles, approximately 15 meters from the instrument,
as shown in figure 4.1(a). This figure and the corresponding photographic image of
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(a) Point cloud plot of 3 trucks and a person
(b) Image showing the corresponding 3 trucks and a person
Figure 4.1: Radar data visualised
the scenario, shows objects such as trucks and people can be graphically visualised and
spatially resolved in 3 dimensions. Each circle in 4.1(a) represents a reflection; the shade
of yellow of each reflection is an indication of the reflected intensity. As shown, object
range can be evaluated and the type of object can be inferred based from the signal return
intensity and spread of reflections. However, a number of false detection’s shown in a light
shade of yellow are also present. As previously discussed, range detection threshold can
be adjusted. Increasing this value will reduce the likelihood of false detection. However,
the compromise is losing sensitivity to detect all possible objects in the field of view.
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4.2 Range Capabilities
4.2.1 Return Intensity
Radar corner reflectors were used to characterise the maximum detectable range in ideal
conditions. Parameters influencing range were fixed, only the radar cross section varies.
The manufacturing error of each corner reflector was measured using a vernier protractor
and vernier calipers. The percentage error of each corner reflector was measured for the
3 variables, a, a
√
2, and θ. Measured results are shown in table 4.1.
Table 4.1: Summary of corner reflector manufacturing error
Manufacturing tolerance of corner reflectors T1-4
Target RCS m2 a (%) Error a
√
2 (%) Error θ (%) Error
T1 400 0.4 0.8 0.6
T2 200 0.3 0.7 2.0
T3 120 1.9 2.4 1.7
T4 60 0.4 0.4 2.0
Figure 4.2: Triangular corner reflector
Parameters a and a
√
2 are critical for accurately determining radar cross section. In
the context of these experiments, minor error in these parameters introduces minimal
uncertainty when finding maximum range, provided the RCS is measured and determined.
However, the physical nature of a corner reflector requires a 90 degree corner in order to
bounce maximum power back towards the antenna. If θ error is too large, maximum power
will not be directed towards the radar receiver, causing an inaccurate range measurement.
Both, lengths and angle error are within acceptable limits, ∼ 2% or less.
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Experimental results showing maximum detectable range of 4 corner reflectors manufac-
tured can be seen in figure 4.3. Results show range vs relative intensity to be a linear
relationship. An attempt is made to explain the reason for this in subsection 4.5. The
expected result is an decay following 1/R4. Following the RRE, the received power is in-
versely proportional to R4. For example, if the range to the target is doubled, the received
power is reduced to one sixth of the original. This of course is a measurement of the power
at the receiver.
Figure 4.3: Maximum detectable range of fabricated corner reflectors
Results show the range detection threshold is approximately 15dB as expected from the
configured chirp parameters. The significance of this parameter is later discussed in
section 4.5. Maximum range of targets T1=400m2 and T2=200m2 both exceed the 50
meter maximum detectable range expected. Detectable range then drops to 45m and 40m
for Targets T3=120m2 and T4=60m2 respectively. By this logic, each time the RCS is
halved the detectable range will decrease by 5m (ie RCS=30 has a detectable range of
35m ect). However, to be certain this needs to be confirmed experimentally. The data
capture time at each range was approximately 10-15 seconds which captures between
300-400 samples. The standard deviation of sampled data at each distance is displayed
in red. It can be seen that error intensity is minimal throughout the full scale range. A
maximum error of 0.6dB is present at and past full scale range of 50 meters for target
T1. This is expected to occur as the radar approaches its range limitations. Interestingly
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this same error is not present at the full scale range in target T2 results.
This can only be a result of two things. First, the radar target is not perfectly normal
to the radar sensor when target T1 measurements were taken. Or, secondly, the 2◦ error
in the parameter θ for target T2 had a positive influence on the result, decreasing the
standard deviation in sampled data. The uncertainty of the former can be quantified in
figure 4.6. The reduction in return signal due to an angular offset of 2 degrees is 0.3dB,
an offset of 5 degree reduces return intensity by 0.6dB. This result goes some way in
explaining the increase in error. Additionally, radar error will increase with range as the
return signal is related to cosθ of the reflector. This is depicted in figure 4.4, adjusting
the angle reflector through θ off radar bore sight will decrease the relative return power
received and recorded according to expression 4.1. The effect this has had on the results
is difficult to quantify without without further experimentation.
Pr = Ptcos(θ) (4.1)
Figure 4.4: The signal loss due to angular misalignment increase with distance according to
expression 4.1
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4.2.2 Range Accuracy and Resolution
In addition to intensity, the radar can provide range information in cartesian coordinates.
Range accuracy and resolution shown in figure 4.4 was evaluated from 5-55 meters inclu-
sive. The standard deviation of sampled data in most locations is close to zero. At 40,
45 and 50 meters, standard deviation is exactly zero, therefore, the 0.8 meter error at 10
meters looks to be an anomaly. Radar range measurements (red y-axis) are compared
against manual measurements (x-axis) taken at the same increments with a 75 meter tape
measure. Radar range data deviating from the calibration line (shown in black), provides
a measure of accuracy. The range error is in millimeters and is quantified in blue using the
second y axis (blue y-axis). No distinguishable trend is shown in range error, this in large
is caused by the experimental setup. The centre of the tripod is positioned approximately
at the desired range when read off the tape measure. The error in this approximation
could be 50mm, therefore making it hard to draw accurate conclusions on the source of
the range uncertainty.
Figure 4.5: Range accuracy and resolution when measuring largest corner reflector, T1. Data
includes uncertainty and the range error recorded by the radar at each location.
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4.3 Peripheral Capabilities
Understanding peripheral capabilities in addition to range is vital in determining signal
and sensor coverage around a vehicle. As outlined in subsection 3.5, a corner reflector
was mounted and the radar was rotated through 0-180◦ in one degree increments. Re-
sults presented in figure 4.6 provide a comparison of the fitted experimental result and
those published by Texas Instruments after digitising. Raw data collected shows a non
symmetrical response between the captured range of ± 45◦ off bore sight. A quadratic
function is fitted, closely matching the fit produced by TI. A range of functions were tri-
alled, the quadratic was selected as it most closely matches -3dB beam width published
by Texas Instruments. The beam width of each configuration can be determined from
these radiation patterns. Fitted experimental data at 76-77 GHz, based on a 3dB drop in
intensity at a range of 15m as compared to bore sight, the horizontal -3dB beam width is
approximately +33.2◦ and -29.8◦. Comparatively, TI results at the same frequency but an
unknown range with a 3dB drop in intensity compared to bore sight, the horizontal 3dB
beam width is approximately ± 35.5◦. TI’s methodology for characterising the antenna
in the horizontal plane, is not well documented. It can be assumed the experiment was
conducted in an anechoic chamber, or at a minimum in a wide open space where minimal
clutter or scatter is returned. Disregarding the signal offset, which is likely attributed to
the environmental conditions, chirp parameters used and/or the range and size of the tar-
get, experimental data closely aligns. Therefore, the -3dB beam width can conservatively
be approximated as 30◦.
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Figure 4.6: Experimentally measured and fitted horizontal antenna pattern against the same
results published by Texas Instruments after digitising
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4.4 Radar Cross Section Measurements
RCS is important for detecting and identifying hazardous objects in a fire environment.
A key requirement for absolute situational awareness is understanding the objects range,
bearing and elevation. Additionally, object identification and size are important for de-
termining risk when performing situation assessments. Little literature exists in the space
of detection and tracking of trees. Since falling trees are a common risk to fire fighting
vehicles, RCS measurements have been recorded of both a standing and fallen tree. The
experimental setup is shown in figure 4.7 and figure 4.9 with the corresponding data
shown in figure 4.8 and figure 4.10 respectively.
The minimum detection threshold of 15dB was marginal for detecting and recording
data, specifically for a fallen tree. Therefore, due to the material properties and uneven
size/shape of the tree, return signal intensity was often significantly smaller than that
received by a corner reflector.
For consistency across experiments, a 15 meter range was selected. Trees selected met
the experimental requirement of reducing back scatter and clutter, meaning no major
objects or reflective surfaces existed within the detectable range of 50m meters. To meet
this requirement available trees could only be surveyed between 0 and 180 degrees. These
experiments therefore assume the RCS is symmetrical about this axis. Physical size of
each tree is represented in table 4.2. Trunk circumference and the radius of foliage from
the trunk are measured manually with a tape measured, while height was estimated
through photographs with an object of a known height in the frame for reference.
Table 4.2: Tree type and physical size of standing and fallen tree
Height and circumference of standing and fallen tree
Orientation Tree Type Trunk Circum-
ference
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Figure 4.7: Standing tree selected for RCS and range measurements. The orientation of the
tree relative to the result is also shown.
Figure 4.8: Radar Cross Section measurement of standing tree in dBsm
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Figure 4.9: Fallen tree selected for RCS measurements. The orientation of the tree relative
to the result is also shown.
Figure 4.10: Radar cross section measurement of fallen tree in dBsm
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RCS of a standing tree with the measurements shown in table 4.2 is depicted in figure 4.8.
Mean RCS is evaluated as 61.1 (relative) dBsm with a standard deviation of 1.13 (relative)
dBsm. As the radar antenna only has a 15 degree elevation capability, it is possible
little foliage reflections are recorded. Therefore, reflections recorded are mostly due to
inconsistencies in shape and texture of the trunk and branches. Between the angles of
0 and 60 degrees where low hanging branches and foliage are noticeable, possibly results
in a more consistent RCS. Where the trunk is more exposed at angles greater than 130,
RCS is more variable. Uncertainty around this hypothesis could be reduced with further
experiments to understand measurement repeatability.
The RCS of the fallen tree depicted in figure 4.10 shows the roots are oriented perpen-
dicular to the radar at zero degrees. Mean RCS is 58.0 (relative) dBsm with a standard
deviation of 1.14 (relative) dBsm. Reflections from zero to 75 degrees were weak, causing
a lower RCS. This could be attributed to the highly jagged and irregular shape the trees
root structure. Reflections from 75 to 180 degrees are elevated and highly inconsistent.
As foliage of the fallen tree is closer to the ground, (within 15 degrees of elevation) signals
have reflected and been detected by the radar. This is likely the cause of the increased
RCS from 75 to 180 degrees.
Analysing the RCS polar diagrams for both a standing and fallen tree, it is not pos-
sible to conclusively differentiate between the two based only on the RCS data. With
mean and standard deviation so closely matched and major inconsistencies throughout
both diagrams, more reliable information is required in order to accurately identify the
difference.
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4.5 Object Identification & Range Prediction
Results presented in subsection 4.2 show the influence of RCS on detectable range. This
can be further elaborated to predicted the type of object detected. Fitted maximum
detectable range vs relative power of the 4 corner reflectors is shown in figure 4.11. Ad-
ditionally, range data recorded of the standing tree is also presented.
4.5.1 Detecting Range of Standing Tree
Comparatively, standard deviation of sampled data of a standing tree is much higher than
that recorded of each corner reflector. The greatest (1.9 relative dB) is found to be at
the closest range of 5 meters. At the largest recorded range of 45 meters the standard
deviation is 0.68 (relative)dB. This is characteristic of a trees shape and material. The
vector diagram depicted in figure 4.12 (a) and (b) provides an elementary explanation of
the counter intuitive reduction in standard deviation as range increases.
Figure 4.11: Range measurement best fit of known RCS’s
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With a beam width of 30 degrees, at short range, signals are reflected from scrolls knots
and shape inconsistencies in the trees trunk back toward the receiver. Each reflection
will have some kind of loss due to the nature of the reflective surface. Variation in this
loss and change in angle of the reflection is one plausible reason for the high standard
deviation. At long range, the tree trunk acts similar to a corner reflector, mostly detecting
normal signals. This is further supported when analysing the length of data sets at each
distance over approximately the same time duration. Over 10 seconds, at 5 meters a
total 158 samples are recorded, at 45 meters a total of 4 samples are recorded. Following
the expression for standard deviation, this large discrepancy in data length would also
be a large contributor to the difference in uncertainty. To be certain of the percentage
contribution from each possibility, more data is required.
(a) Vector diagram showing short
range reflections from a tree trunk
(b) Vector diagram showing long range refelctions from a tree trunk
Figure 4.12: Radar data visualised
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4.5.2 Object Identification
Point cloud data presented in figure 4.1 shows reflection intensity at a known range can
be identified and used to improve object identification algorithms. Results shown in
figure 4.11 demonstrates this is feasible at ranges greater than 20-30 meters. At a range
of 5 meters, maximum return intensity is received by all 4 corner reflectors. As range
increases the returning intensity starts to differ. The experiment assumes environmental
conditions and sensor error remains constant across all data sets. Therefore, change in
slope of each curve can only be attributed to the change in radar cross section. Noticeably,
the reported RCS of a standing tree (61dBsm) in subsection 4.4 does not align with the
recorded results of the 60m2 corner reflector. This is attributed to RCS measurements of
standing and fallen tree experiment reported in relative dBsm. This result demonstrates,
at a range greater than approximately 20 meters relative intensity is valuable information
in helping to identify objects.
4.5.3 Range Prediction using RRE
Evaluating range capability and accuracy of a known chirp parameter is useful. How-
ever, a distinct advantage of the IWR1443 sensor is chirp parameters are programmable.
Therefore, if fire conditions were to change, chirp parameters could be optimised to suit
the current conditions or situation. To determine the efficacy of predicting range with
IWR1443 platform, the experimental results were compared with predictions based on






The validation makes a number of assumptions, the radar range equation assumes one
hundred percent of the energy transmitted is intercepted by the target and reflected back
toward the antenna. Additionally, power return is assumed to be read from the receiver,
not accounting for minimum detectable power, signal to noise ratio (SNR), receiver band-
width, temperature variation or receiver noise. However, data produced by the Texas
Instruments radar platform does account for these parameters, meaning this result will
not be perfectly comparable. Intensity data recorded with the IWR1443 is relative to the
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minimum detectable power at the receiver, described by the expression:
PRX,min = kTBrF (SNR)min (4.3)
The parameter values required for the analysis were obtained from TI’s IWR1443 data (Texas
Instruments n.d.) sheet shown in table 4.3.
Table 4.3: Radar parameters for experimental validation.
Height and circumference of standing and fallen tree
Parameter Value Parameter Value
Pt 12 dBm k 1.38x10
−23
Gt 1 T 290
◦ K
Gr 24 dB Br 15 MHz
λ 0.0038961 m F 15dB
σ 61m2 & 400 m2 (SNR)min 2dB
Utilising equation 4.3, the calculated PRX,min ≈ 1.50789x10−12 W. To accurately com-
pare the theoretical and experimental results, theoretical units were converted to relative





Data validation using the above equations is presented in figure 4.13. Two experimental
results are compared against 2 theoretical calculations. The radar cross sections selected
were T1 (400m2) and the experimentally found standing tree (61 dBsm). As expected, the
theoretical result decays with distance following the 1/R4 rule. The experimental data
however follows an almost linear path as distance increases, showing the experimental
data is incompatible with the theoretical calculation. The reason for this is still not
known but could be attributed to a number of things, including:
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1. Assumptions made in the theoretical calculation do not account for experimental
effects.
2. Theoretical parameters are not accurately represented. Traditionally transmit power
would be actively monitored and recorded throughout the experiment. For this
validation we have chosen a mean Pt value of 12 dB as specified by data sheet.
Additionally, it is possible the radar has automatic gain control.
3. It is not fully understood, the TI platform possibly has an optimisation algorithm
that linerises data to make for more accurate range estimation.
4. It is possible the signal is saturated. However, this can some what be ruled out
using the results presented in appendix A.
After applying an 4th order fit, it is obvious the simplest form of the RRE is not a suitable
method of determining range parameters for the TI platform. Before a theoretical design
approach can be applied, a more in depth analysis is required. Until then, to design a
system to meet conditions outside of the norm, an empirical approach is required.
Figure 4.13: Theoretical and experimental range comparison using the Radar Range Equation.
In this instance, a 4th order fit was used to demonstrate the linearisation after 25 meters.
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4.6 Discrete Discussion
The novel idea of this research is using newly available automotive mm-wave radar tech-
nology on fire fighting vehicles. Previous research investigated mm-wave radar technol-
ogy in a fire environment for use in robotics. For urban fire environments; (Starr &
Lattimer 2014) show its feasibility. In the work presented, we have demonstrated ROS’s
use as a platform to integrate this sensor into robotics or future sensor system applica-
tions. This research applies to other industries, including; the agriculture, medical and
transport industries.
The results show the accuracy and reliability of the radar. Quantifying the repeatability
of results compared to those published by the manufacturer is fundamental to informing
future sensor system design. Using the maximum detectable range and horizontal antenna
pattern results presented, designers can estimate the delectable range of a known RCS
at any specified angle within the field of view. This information can be used as a guide
for a new sensor system design. For example, an RCS of 60m2 must be detectable at a
minimum of 25 meters and 30 degrees. Therefore, using the data above, a 60m2 RCS
has a return intensity of 22.5 dB at 25 meters when on radar bore sight. At an angle of
30 degree off bore sight the relative intensity will drop by -3dB. Therefore the expected
return intensity in this scenario will be 19.5 dB.
Further, the evaluation of radar cross-section of organic objects found in a fire environment
is a new contribution to the field. Specifically, native trees pose the biggest threat to
firefighter safety. (Mougin et al. 1993) showed that RCS scatter was different at the base
of a tree architecture compared to the leafy foliage higher up. The advancement this work
made to the field was the influence of a trees orientation to the radar. When visibility is
low, it is important to be able to predict the risk an object poses. Results show a different
RCS pattern for the two orientations; however, the mean and standard deviation hover
around the same value. This demonstrates the RCS is too similar for mm-wave radar
to differentiate between the two orientations without some additional sensing capability
such as IR machine vision. To further understand the influence of orientation, more
experiments at various distances from the tree are required. Such experiments expose
more of the vertical tree’s foliage, potentially providing a different, more meaningful
result.
Chapter 5
Conclusions & Future Work
5.1 Introduction
This project has performed fundamental experiments for the design and development of
a radar system for fire fighting vehicles. The primary purpose of the experiments was to
determine the maximum and minimum capabilities of the Texas Instruments IWR1443
radar platform with controlled parameters and ideal conditions. Theses results were
then contextualised for fire fighting by extending the experimental campaign into testing
objects unique to a fire environment. The results of both the controlled and fire specific
experiments were then validated against the commonly used radar range equation. This
chapter summarises the outcomes and conclusions and discusses recommendations for
future work.
5.2 Maximum Detectable Range and Peripheral Capabili-
ties
The first objective of work undertaken was to determine the most appropriate sensing
technology for a fire environment and perform basic testing to understand its capabilities.
As discussed in chapter 2 mm-wave sensing is now an affordable and promising technol-
ogy with high resolution and accuracy. The technology is insensitive to environmental
conditions such as smoke, fog, dust, and luminosity. Results presented in section 4.1
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shows sensor information can be accurately presented in a spatially resolved environment
to show hazards and objects in the path of the instrument’s radiation.
In line with research objective number 2, ’determine the maximum detectable range and
accuracy of selected sensing technology.’ Relevant chirp parameters were selected, and the
maximum detectable range and range accuracy was evaluated under controlled conditions
with known radar cross sections. Results show the maximum detectable range exceeds
that specified by the Texas Instruments online chirp parameter calculators for RCS’s
larger than 200m2. Additionally, the range accuracy is highly reliable, with millimetre
accuracy at the maximum range of fifty meters.
For situational awareness, it is important the peripheral capabilities are understood. Ex-
perimental results presented in 4.3 shows the maximum/minimum angle objects can be
detected in the 76-77GHz frequency band is approximately 30 degrees. This result in-
forms the position and number of radar sensors required around a fire fighting vehicle to
achieve maximum information in order to increase situational awareness. Additionally,
the combination of range and peripheral data provides a guide for the expected return
intensity for a known RCS at a specified angle within the field of view.
5.3 Radar Cross Section Measurements
An important capability in a fire environment is the detection and tracking of trees and
potentially hazardous objects. For a radar sensor, this requires an in-depth understanding
of said object’s radar cross section. Radar cross section measurements taken of standing
and fallen trees presented in chapter 4.4, show the return intensity at orientations zero
to one hundred and eighty degrees. Using standard deviation and mean calculations, it
has been determined that RCS of a standing and fallen tree are similar. Proving return
intensity data cannot adequately resolve the orientation of a tree. However, it does show
a tree’s RCS is significantly different from that of a vehicle or metal-based object, proving
the two objects could be identified in a real-life scenario.
In order to validate the detectable range of known radar cross-sections, experimental
results were compared against simulated results calculated with the same parameters
using the radar range equation. Results presented in subsection 4.5 show the simulated
results follows the expected trend of 1/R4. Experimental results however, are mostly
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linear. This shows that the traditional design approach using the radar range equation
will not produce reliably accurate results. Therefore an empirical approach is required
when further designing a radar system for fire fighting vehicles.
5.4 Future Work
To further advance this technology, future fundamental experimentation needs to be un-
dertaken to evaluate the effect of different chirp parameters. This includes varying the
transmit power and the receiver gain to see the effect on accuracy and detectability. Fol-
lowing this, work can be performed that investigates the effect of performing similar test
under dynamic conditions, ie mounted onto a vehicle. This will show the influence of vi-
bration and a how detection varies when the radar in continuously moving. This can then
be followed by research into sensor fusion of the radar with other promising technologies.
One promising combination is the fusion of radar with GPS, this opens the possibility to
extend the solution of situational awareness to a global crew wide level, across multiple
vehicles. The ability for trucks to detect a risk and then communicate this to other ve-
hicles in the fleet would be invaluable. Other work worth investigating is the fusion of
multiple mm-wave radar sensors, this would allow multiple sensors to be mounted around
the vehicle, providing 360◦ spatial in information.
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3. Perform basic testing to understand the limitations of the mm-wave radar module.
4. Design portable hardware that will mount inside the vehicle. In addition, write the
software that will process the incoming signal from the sensor and display this data
to a graphical user interface (GUI).
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5. Test the feasibility of the system by implementing it onto a vehicle to perform
testing in various conditions. The testing will involve:
(a) Testing the effect vibration has on detection reliability by driving in ’off-road
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safe conditions and in hazardous smoke conditions while mounted to a moving
vehicle.
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1. Perform situational awareness tests by placing a number of different drivers into a
challenging scenario without regular driving aids and only the radar to guide them.
2. Perform basic testing in a heated environment to understand the variation in return
signal when used in high temperatures.
3. Investigate implementing long wave infrared cameras in addition to mm-wave radar
to further improve situational awareness.
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7.1 Risk Management Calculations
A thorough check of non-ionising radiation levels output by the radar system has been
investigated to ensure it falls within safe exposure limits and regulations. According to
the IWR1443 users guide, the module is in compliance with the European Safety Stan-
dard 2014/53/EU. The compliance has been verified in the operating bands 76-77GHz
and 77-81GHz (IWR1443BOOST Evaluation Module mm-Wave Sensing Solution 2018).
According to the European standard the user is safe provided a minimum distance of 5cm
from the antenna is respected. Using the testing conditions for obtaining European certi-
fication, calculations were preformed to ensure this module complies with the Australian
Radiation Protection Standard for Radio Frequency Fields 3kHz to 300 GHz.
The onboard antenna has a peak gain of 10.9 dBi. The typical testing conditions used to
gain certification in Europe are as follows:
 76-77 GHz band (2 antennas at a time) at the maximum peak power of 26dBm
 77-81 GHz band (1 antenna at a time) at the maximum peak power of 21dBm















In the experiments outlined there is no possible way a person should be within a distance
of 0.5m of the radar. Therefore, calculating the power density on the target at 0.5m and









These calculated levels are more than 10,000 time less than that specified in the Australian
Radiation Protection and Nuclear Safety Safe Exposure Limits Standard (Radiation Pro-
tection Standard 2002). The safe exposure limits outlined in this document can be seen
in table 7.1.
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Table 7.1: Basic restrictions for time averaged and instantaneous incident power flux density
(Radiation Protection Standard 2002)
Australian power flux density limitations
Exposure Cate-
gory





Occupational 6GHz - 300GHz 50 50,000
General Public 6GHz - 300GHz 10 10,000
Chapter 8




Prior to completing the results presented, experiments were undertaken using mid range
chirp parameters. The mid range chirp parameter prioritised velocity resolution, experi-
ments were conducted using the same corner reflectors presented in chapter 3.
8.2 Mid-Range Chirp Parameters
Table 8.1: Summary of chirp parameters, and resulting radar accuracy and resolution
IWR1443 Chirp configuration - 50m range
Front end Configuration
Idle Time 33.33 µs
Frequency Start 76 GHz
Tx Start Time 1µs
ADC Valid Start Time 3.8 µs
ADC Sampling Time 0
Frequency Slope 5.25 MHz/µs
Ramp End Time 61.8 µs
Resulting parameters
Number Tx 2 Antennas
Rx Gain 30 dB
Range Resolution 0.18m
Max Doppler Velocity 7.935 m/s
Max Allowed Elevation 90deg




As shown in figure 8.1, the standard deviation and the returning trend is similar to that
utilising long range parameters. The key finding in the results presented in chapter 4
is the unexpected linear relationship of intensity vs range. The results presented below
demonstrates that this relationship is not a result of the chirp parameters. Furthermore,
a similar linear relationship of intensity vs range of a standard utility vehicle presented in
figure 8.2, showing the cause is not due to corner reflector properties or design. Therefore,
from this result we can infer the relationship cannot be a case of signal saturation. Further
experiments undertaken using the midrange chirp parameter with small corner reflectors
also showed this linear relationship, removing the possibility that signal is saturated from
large objects.
Figure 8.1: Maximum detectable range of the corner reflectors using mid range chirp param-
eters
An interesting finding in these results is the poor range accuracy. This is expected with
a chirp parameter that is focussed on velocity resolution, however the inaccuracy is much
larger than expected, as shown in figure 8.4.
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Figure 8.2: Experimental result of maximum detectable range of a utility vehicle using mid-
range chirp parameters
Figure 8.3: Experiment evaluating the maximum detectable range of a utility using mid-range
chirp parameters.
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Figure 8.4: Range accuracy using mid-midrange chirp parameters.
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8.4 Results - Small Corner Reflectors
Table 8.2: Tabulated triangular corner reflector calculations based on equation 3.1. The listed
RCS are smaller than those used in chapter 4.
Triangular Radar Cross Section of small corner reflectors
Target Designation Simulated Object RCS (m2) a (mm) a
√
2 (mm)
T1-Small Motorcycle 10 78 110
T2-Small Bicycle 2.5 55 78
T3-Small Adult 1 43 61
T4-Small Child 0.2 30 42.5
Figure 8.5: evaluation of maximum detectable range and the uncertainty using mid-range
chirp parameters and small RCS corner reflectors
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Figure 8.6: Calibration of maximum detectable range using mid-range chirp parameters and
small RCS corner reflectors
Chapter 9
Post Processing Example Code
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Listing 9.1: Post processing results in Python
n u m b e r o f f i l e s T 1 = 11 # The number o f f i l e s taken f o r the Target T1
#Prea l l o c a t e the r e qu i r ed arrays
##########################################################################
l ength T1 = n u m b e r o f f i l e s T 1 #Total number o f f i l e s to be processed
Distance T1 = np . z e ro s ( length T1 ) #Pre=a l l o c a t i n g arrays
mean T1 = np . z e ro s ( length T1 )
std dev T1 = np . std ( length T1 )
#Extraxc t i n t e n s i t y from each CSV f i l e
#Ca l cu l a t e mean and s t d d e v i a t i on
#Note : The name o f the f i l e s increment by 1
#However , d i s t ance taken o f each f i l e increments by 5 .
#The name o f the f i l e was changed to increment by 1 to make the code e a s i e r .
##########################################################################
for i in range (5 , n u m b e r o f f i l e s T 1 +5): #Loop s t a r t s a t 5(m) .
df = pd . r ead c sv ( ” max range T1 {} . csv ” . format ( i ) ) #Read in the f i l e s .
int T1 = df . i n t e n s i t y #Read the I n t e n s i t y column .
mean T1 [ i =5] = np . mean( int T1 ) #Ca l cu l a t e mean o f data . s e t
std dev T1 = np . std ( int T1 ) #Ca l cu l a t e s t d dev o f data s e t .
i f ( i == 5 ) :
Distance T1 [ 0 ] = 5
else :
Distance T1 [ i =5] = Distance T1 [ i =6] + 5 #Sta r t from 0 , increment d i s t ance .
################################################################################
f i g = p l t . f i g u r e ( ) #Sta r t Figure
p l t . p l o t ( Distance T1 , mean T1 , ’ ro ’ , l a b e l=”RCS=$400mˆ2$ raw data ” ) #Input x , y
p l t . p l o t ( Distance T1 , mT1*Distance T1+bT1 , ’ k ’ , l a b e l=’RCS=$400mˆ2$ best f i t ’ )
p l t . l egend ( ) #Set l egend
p l t . x l a b e l ( ’ Distance (m) ’ )
p l t . y l a b e l ( ’ I n t e n s i t y (dB) ’ ) #Labe l a x i s
p l t . t i t l e ( ’ Radar Ca l i b r a t i on Using RCS Triangular Targets ’ ) #Ti t l e
p l t . s a v e f i g ( ’ TreeDistance . svg ’ ) #Save to d i s k








Possible Hazards (Please tick boxes; include hazards to staff, students, visitors and passers-by) 
Materials & Substances Equipment / Energy Sources Work Environment Biomechanics  / Manual Handling Work Organisation 
Chemicals:  x Electrical x Lighting x Posture  x Work Space  
Ionising Radiation:   Thermal  Noise/ Vibration x Load Factors  (shape, size)  Assistance available  
Biological  Mechanical x Dust / Fumes/Vapours x Repetition  Time Constraints  
Lasers  Kinetic  Access/Egress  Distance  Supervision  
Microwaves  Pneumatic  Confined spaces  Keyboard x Interactions  public/contractors)  
Waste  Hydraulic  Climate  Duration x After hours  
Electrical x Rotational  x Housekeeping x Lab. instruments  Inadequate rest breaks  
Infrared  Mechanical aids  x Work at height  Individual Factors Other: (Specify) 
Water   Acoustic  Animals/insects  New Employee  
 
Ultraviolet (outdoor exposure)  Pressure/Vacuum  Visually demanding  Lone worker x 
Electromagnetic field  Equipment licenses  Flooring (Slips, trips)  Training required  
Non-ionising radiation x Operator Licenses x Isolation     
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 




 
 
